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AGLT2 Overview
○ AGLT2 is one of four US ATLAS Tier-2 centers in the US

■ Resources a split between a University of Michigan 
(UM) and a Michigan State University (MSU) location

■ We have about 13,000 job slots, 8.5 PB of usable 
space and an aging network!

○ AGLT2 began in 2006 and has had one major network 
upgrade since then (replacing a Cisco 6506 at UM with a 
Juniper EX9208; installing an EX9208 at MSU ~2014)

○ Currently AGLT2 has a triangle of WAN connectivity:  
■ UM<->WAN 80Gbps, UM<->MSU 80 Gbps, MSU <->WAN 10 Gpbs
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AGLT2 Network History
AGLT2 started in 2006 with a 10 Gbps “triangle” between MSU, 
UM and the WAN via Chicago using the MiLR (Michigan 
Lambda-Rail) infrastructure.

● Additionally the UM site had access to another 10G path for 
network research (UltraLight and DYNES)

● Network equipment was cobbled together at both sites
● Numerous vendors we used (Cisco,Dell,Juniper, Force10, 

Mellanox,Intel,Blade Networks, Arista) resulting in a 
somewhat “fragile” infrastructure.

One update since 2006 (but incremental accrual of switches)
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WLCG Network Requirements
• Many WLCG facilities need network equipment refresh 

– Current routers in some sites are End-Of-Life and moving out of warranty
– Local area networking often has 10+ year old switches which are no longer suitable for new 

nodes or operating at our current or planned scale.

• WLCG planning is including networking to a much greater degree than before
– The reliability and performance of the network make it very useful to help meet other 

challenges in storage and distributed computing.

• Requirements Summary
– Capacity:  Run-3 moving to multiple 100G links for big sites, Run-4 targeting Tbps links
– Capability:  WLCG   needs to understand the impact of new features in networking (SDN/NFV) 

by testing, prototyping and evaluating impact.   We will need to evolve our applications, 
facilities and computing models to meet the HL-LHC challenges; it will take time.

– Visibility:  As the ESnet Blueprinting meetings have shown, our ability to understand our WAN 
network flows is too limited.  We need new methods to mark and monitor our network use

– Testing:  We need to be able to develop, prototype and test network features at suitable scale
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Part of Our Problem
Cabling: messy, wrong/missing labels, bad airflow, unworkable!

Switch is here! 
Try to plug in a 
new cable!!
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Networking Considerations
Networking plays a critical role in HEP’s global, distributed computing 
model, but often sites cobble together the minimum needed to 
connect their compute and storage

● Compute and storage have MOUs
● Networking costs remove funds that could be spent elsewhere
● Expertise in networking is often missing within a given WLCG site team

As we move into Run-3 and look ahead to Run-4, we face serious 
challenges in terms of resources needed vs what we can afford.

New capabilities in networks should help, but often sites are not capable 
of testing or prototyping in this area due to lack of the right equipment 
and expertise
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AGLT2 Plans
As noted, AGLT2 has two sites, one at UM, one at MSU.  Both are in 
need of significant upgrade and rework.  Our plans:

The MSU site has been located in the Physics building but the 
infrastructure there is old and fragile (CRACs, space in general)

● MSU is providing new space in their campus data center to host 
the AGLT2 equipment and will support the equipment move.

● Redundant power, networking provided in each rack

The UM site will remain in the LS&A College machine room but 
needs a complete rewire and reorganization.

All the above work is scheduled for next week (June 14-18, 2021)
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Goals for our Network Rewire/Upgrade
For AGLT2, our goals is to fix a number of issues

● Incrementally acquiring servers and network devices created 
a mess in terms of wiring and airflow

● Using multiple vendors switches (of different ages) has led to 
a fragile network that is unable to be optimized, managed 
and debugged

● Not have central configuration of our switches has led to 
mistakes and difficulty in implementing new features

● Lack of resiliency makes upgrades and config changes 
difficult, requiring downtimes to make major updates.
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AGLT2 WAN Diagram
Shown on the right 
is the planned 
(partial) WAN 
diagram

Uses dual, resilient 
100G connections

(Not shown are UM 
100G connections 
to Chicago) 

UM

MSU

Chicago
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AGLT2 MSU Update Plan
The MSU site is moving from its dedicated room in the department 
building to the campus data center.  

MSU is also adding a new network infrastructure dedicated for 
research. 

● The 3 big Michigan universities are creating a 100G research triangle. 
● AGLT2 purchased 2 new QFX5120 routers and 2 MX10003 blades to 

connect to the campus research network core routers. 

MSU is contributing all rack networking for this move with a new set 
of redundant rack data plane switches plus management switches 
covering 12 racks (8 for T2, 3 for T3, 1 for expansion).
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AGLT2 UM LAN
Shown are the 
switches involved in 
the AGLT2 UM site 
LAN

Design was 
“grown”, involves 
many different 
vendors and relies 
upon spanning-tree 
for resiliency
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New AGLT2 UM LAN
The new LAN/WAN 
design has a border, 
core and rack-level 
access on both data and 
management planes.

Unreached goal: VXLAN, 
EVPN to each rack 
(problem between Dell 
and Cisco :( )

Resiliency from 
LACP(VLT,MLAG) trunks 
between redundant 
switches
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UM Switch Testing Rack

UM staged all the new LAN/WAN equipment in a testing rack
Allowed us to test and preconfigure switches using Ansible
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Current UM Network Rack
This is our AGLT2 UM 
network rack

On the right we have 
installed the new 
Cisco routing pair

Will be re-cabled!!
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UM Rewiring Details
Our plan is to completely recable our AGLT2 UM site, first 
removing all existing cabling (power, networking, etc) and then 
neatly installing new pre-labeled cables

● RJ45 will use “slim” cables
● DAC cables will be replaced by fiber optic cables + transceivers
● Use cable management (horizontal/vertical)
● Power cables are length optimized
● We will minimize inter-rack cabling

Have 1 week downtime planned (June 14-18)
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Ansible and GitHub
One of the challenges we have faced since AGLT2 began is 
maintaining a consistent network configuration.

All maintenance was done via ‘ssh’ to each device.  Rancid was 
used to capture configurations and store in svn

The site refreshes allow us to explore new options.  

We have chosen Ansible and Github as tools to support central 
configuration and revision management.

● Base switch configurations already exist in Ansible
● This week we will be loading the planned configs

https://galaxy.ansible.com/dellemc/os10
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Network Security
AGLT2 has been working with the WLCG SOC effort  to help 
secure our networks while maintaining performance.

Current network has a Zeek+MISP+Elasticsearch setup for dual 
40G.    Cost to set up was about $2K plus repurposing an R630

Our new network is 4x100G
We have purchased two 
“network capture” nodes (Dell 
R7525) each with two Mellanox 
/NVIDIA Bluefield-2 NICs (PCIe 
Gen4, dual 100G, multiple cores)
Summer students prototyping 
new systems now

https://wlcg-soc-wg.web.cern.ch/activities/
https://www.nvidia.com/content/dam/en-zz/Solutions/Data-Center/documents/datasheet-nvidia-bluefield-2-dpu.pdf
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Network Monitoring and Measurement
Sites need to make sure they can “see” and understand how their 
network is performing.

AGLT2 uses a combination of CheckMK, Elasticsearch and custom 
scripts to monitor our networks.

● CheckMK provides port traffic/errors/discards (switch/server)
● Elasticsearch tracks logging from devices and various metrics

For our new network we are deploying multiple 100G perfSONARs, 
strategically located to cover our border, storage location equivalent 
and inter-site.   All sites should strategically deploy perfSONAR and 
keep it updated!

https://checkmk.com/
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Consider PTP in Planning
For about $1500, AGLT2 added dual GPS clocks to enable PTP

● Challenge is the antenna; ideally switch support 
● PTP provides < 1 microsecond time accuracy
● Makes perfSONAR latency much

more powerful!

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_Time_Protocol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_PTP_implementations
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Prototyping for the Future
Most of you should be aware of the Research Networking 
Technical Working Group (RNTWG) which is promoting 
development in three main areas:

1. Packet Marking
2. Shaping/Pacing
3. Network Orchestration

I would recommend that all sites carefully consider upgrades 
that will enable them to participate both in prototyping and 
eventual production use of new capabilities.  

See Harvey’s talk tomorrow!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l4U5dpH556kCnoIHzyRpBl74IPc0gpgAG3VPUp98lo0/edit#heading=h.nxusujd3hvwy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aAnsujpZnxn3oIUL9JZxcw0ZpoJNVXkHp-Yo5oj-B8U/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FZjHHlXy-3J-2S-PdjjclwKWMkWq_M9zv0G4O-tSL9M/edit#heading=h.kjs85ae6lo7a
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rCwTaq1khli3-lF4P_LnKy_t9OY0Ttg4dUADxKyLW1E/edit#heading=h.kjs85ae6lo7a
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Summary: AGLT2 Targets
Once we complete this summer’s network upgrades we hope to 
have:

● A clean, labeled, workable equipment deployment
● A centrally managed network configuration
● An upgradeable, resilient multi-100G network
● A site capable of easily contributing to prototyping and 

testing new network features
● A well monitored, secure network

Wish us luck :)            
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Conclusion
I believe now is an excellent time for sites to plan and implement 
network upgrades

● There is time to get something in place for Run-3
● New equipment will be critical for prototyping for Run-4
● Network equipment has a usable lifetime of 6-8 years, so 

doing something now will cover up to the start of HL-LHC
● Sites should broadly consider how to upgrade, how to enable 

a science DMZ and include security, monitoring and 
management as critical design components.

   Questions or comments?

https://fasterdata.es.net/science-dmz/
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MSU LAN
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MSU Server


